colour trending
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hat do orange, purple and green have in
common? They are all secondary colours, and
they are having a moment this season. Move over
blue, yellow, red – secondary colours are here to
stay.
Dries Van Noten opened their Fall 2019 RTW
show in Paris with a sea of black garments. Light
shades of purple were slowly introduced, followed
by a soft yellow and mint. As the looks became
more playful, bold orange accents in a shade close
to Resene Daredevil elevated the collection.
Starting with a bang, Marine Serre’s Fall 2019
RTW show opened with full one pieces like this
purple number in a hue like Resene Mozart. These
one-pieces were a staple look throughout the show
along with the repetition of the crescent pattern.
Aalto favoured shades of green in almost

every look at their Fall 2019 RTW show in Paris
this month. The collection paired bold patterns
with different textures to create a distant family
resemblance of garments. A highlight of this was
the green knitwear in a colour similar to Resene
FOMO partnered with a pair of matching dyed
snake skin boots.
Ready for rain or shine, Angel Chen’s loud
collection of bright reds, oranges and yellows spoke
for itself. This Fall 2019 show really had it all;
pairing utility-styles with oversized streetwear and
punchy graphic prints and stripes. Each garment
competed for attention down the runway. This
textural coat boasting secondary colours got our
attention, the orange hue close to Resene Adrenalin
was featured throughout the range.
Lanvin honed in on earthy oranges and browns
alongside complementary colours for their latest
Fall 2019 RTW collection. One of their standout
looks was a green coat in a similar colour to Resene
Nourish. This look included two pairs of pants
worn on top of each other in contrasting textures

that were an effortless match to the coat. Later on
in the collection, a male model strutted a bright
purple pair of trousers, in a hue like Resene Eye
Candy, topped with a see-through skivvy that
featured the collection’s core print.
As always, Jacquemus flaunted an effortlessly cool
collection that focused on oversizing, lines, textures
and bold block colours. Staying true to the brand,
each look exuded a retro revamp of the modern
power suit. Pants optional. Orange and green hues
ruled the collection with a highlight being this
blazer in an orange close to Resene Party Zone.
A signature collar design was the key takeaway
from Mazarine’s Fall 2019 RTW show in Paris.
Almost every garment showed off the new
silhouette around the models necks in a variation
of colours including a purple similar to Resene
Whimsical.
Despite being a very print-heavy collection,
Mugler’s Fall 2019 RTW show had the equivalent
of a palette cleanser, serving foamed neoprene. This
block coloured modern take on suiting boasted
large rounded silhouettes like this jacket in a colour
close to Resene Away We Go.
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